
Stackable Shelving Systems....fast, efficient filing!

CHART PRO’S STACKABLE FILING CABINETS
Our stackables are the newest development in filing.  Our shelving has 
eliminated all lips at the front edges allowing faster and easier access to
the files at the opening point on entry.  As a result, personnel can process 
process documents quickly.  Our stackable shelving is available in letter, 
legal, ring binder sizes.
 

DURABLE PULL-OUT REFERENCE WORK SHELVES
Our convenient roll-out posting shelves are built tough to handle everday
use and heavy-load demands.  Our work shelves allow “hands free” use
for referencing material at the file system.  Durable work shelves are 

 available in most sizes.  Spacers are available for keeping each shelf uniform
in height so that color-coding lines up correctly.  Spacers also offer simple  
storage for outguides and other items waiting to be filed.

 MOST SPACE EFFICIENT CABINETS
Our stackable cabinets are the most space efficient shelving units available.
Valuable space isn’t wasted on posts or uprights, because each shelf is its 
own strong supporting structure.  No other style of shelving on the market 
can equal the filing capacity per linear filing inch.  Our full-width cabinets 
accept folders equal to the cabinet width.  For example, our 36” units have 36”
of filing capacity.  

Heavy-duty modular
shelving offers lasting benefits...

special reinforcements for heavy use!

STRONG, DURABLE DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION 
We use heavier steel and more reinforcement to ensure superior durability.
Lighter-weight units do not hold as well because they simply cannot absorb the impact.
Each tier is manufactured welded 18 gauge steel construction.  A welded triangular
reinforcement in each corner adds strength and rigidity.   

COLORS AND PAINT FINISH
All surfaces are painted with a superior quality, durable baked enamel.  Our 
standard colors are light gray and beige.  Other colors available upon request.

MODULARITY AND EASY TO INSTALL
All Chart Pro cabinets are modular and quickly assemble shelf by shelf 
simply with use of a hammer, screwdriver and seven (7) rivets.  They are also
supported with an integrated steel interconnect mechanism to ensure units
stay firmly attached.  In addition, the low overall height of our our cabinets makes
the top shelf lower and easier to access than other storage units.

Standard Colors: Light gray & beige
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